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At E.den we are passionate about play!  We create fun, natural, educational play environments for 
Early Years, Key Stage 1, Key Stage 2 and beyond!  We work with you and your space to design 
and handcraft spectacular natural educational play experiences which are: 
• Inspiring 
• Enabling 
• Engaging 
 
Our team of qualified craftsmen have been designing and constructing high quality, sustainable play 

environments for over 10 years – our business has grown through recommendations to what it is 
today! Our clients include schools, nurseries, councils and architects as well as the leisure and 
hospitality industry.  No matter how big or small your space, let us work with you to get the 
most out of your project and budget! 
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Why choose E.den for your space…. 
 
• Established in 2007 
• Natural outdoor play environment specialists 
• Products hand crafted to the highest standards by our team of 

qualified craftsmen, 
• National coverage with personal service 
• Bespoke design of creative, safe, NATURAL play environments to 

inspire your children 

• Every detail taken care of – leaving you free to do your job! 
• Designs comply with British Standards EN1176 and EN1177  

• Inclusivity at the heart of our all designs – special education 
needs and disability friendly designs 

• Approved member of Construction Line 

• 5-year guarantee – extended guarantee service available 
• Sustainable sourcing of materials - all timber FSC accredited 
• Free site visit and design service  
• Entire team DBS cleared 
• NO sub-contractors - our team are employed by us to maintain 

the highest standards 
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  The importance of outdoor play 
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Children are spending less and less time outside connecting with 
nature and risk growing up to become adults with little 
understanding of the importance of the natural environment.   
 
Nature Deficit Disorder is a modern phenomenon that describes the 
cost to humans of not spending enough time outside in nature, 
including: 
• Physical health problems like obesity 
• Mental health problems including emotional illnesses and   
    attention difficulties 
• Children’s inability to assess risks to themselves and others 
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The benefits of investing in natural outdoor play are vast.  Significant evidence (referred to as 
the “countryside effect”) shows that children ‘exposed’ to nature have higher concentration, self-
discipline, improved awareness and better reasoning and observations skills.  They perform better 
in reading, writing, maths and science, are better at working in teams and show improved 

behaviour*.  There’s no substitute for the “Great Outdoors” – but by providing the children in 
your care with an outdoor play environment that replicates experiences from nature, rather than an 
‘artificial play’ environment you are helping reverse the effects of Nature Deficit Disorder. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

* Aric Sigman – Child phsychologist 
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Research on children's preferences shows that if children designed their own play environments 
their creations would be completely different to the areas called ‘playgrounds’ that most adults 
design for them.  
 
Children tell us that they want their outdoor spaces to contain plants, trees, flowers, water, dirt, 
sand, mud, animals and insects alongside a wide variety of play opportunities. They want natural 
environments where they can use their imagination and stay and play all day with their friends! 

  
That's why at E.den we take the same approach.  We aim to harness the special nature of the 
outdoors and stimulate children's senses in a natural setting.  Instead of excavating, ground 
clearing and flattening your outdoors, we will work with the natural contours of the land to provide 
a well-designed, well-organised and safe outdoor environment in which children are challenged, yet 
able to develop at their own pace.   
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Over stimulating 
Stifles creativity 
Unimaginative play  
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Inspired by nature - plants, trees, mud, sand, dirt & bugs! 
Stimulates creativity & learning 
Inspiring, enabling & engaging 
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The design of your outdoors should not be about selecting a range of outdoor play equipment 
and then squeezing it into the space you have.  The design and flow of your outdoors forms a 
fundamental part of maximising the fun and learning potential for your children.  Our E.den 
designs ensure your outdoor play area acts as a cohesive learning environment from its very 
foundations. 
 
Let us surprise you with how a drab outdoor space can be transformed into an environment rich 
in nature and exciting educational experiences.  After meeting with you to gain an understanding 
of your current outdoor space, our designers will provide you with a detailed 3D visual  and fully 
itemised quotation - illustrating how your outdoors could be developed - either as a single 
project, or by implementation in a number of phases as budget permits. 
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“Without question I would recommend Eden to 
other schools.  They clearly wanted to provide the 
very best for us and our children.  The team on 

site were exemplary – probably the best 
contractors I’ve ever worked alongside.  They 
understood the needs of the children and the 

school, and their workmanship was excellent – the 
quality was to the very highest standard.” 
 
St Joseph’s RC Primary School, Highgate 

Clare Flynn – Head Teacher 
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We understand that maximising the available space you have to incorporate varied learning and play 
opportunities is key to the development of your children.  That's why each of our designs is 
bespoke. We will work with you to create an outdoors that maximises the potential of your site.   

  
We know that children are instinctively drawn to playing with all the things that nature provides - 
water, mud, sand...anything they can really get stuck into!  So through use of many different 
textures, colours, materials and even sounds, our designs work to stimulate all the senses and 
offer rich learning opportunities to help your children think creatively about the world around them.  
The possibilities of what we can create for you are limitless! 
 
In this section of the brochure we outline some examples of the products that we design and 
build, which will engage all of the children's senses and help develop creativity, originality and 
expressiveness.  For even more examples, please visit the gallery section of our website 

www.edenplay.co.uk – you may also want to check out www.themypod.co.uk. 
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      Areas of learning 
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Using a play environment to introduce challenges to children can help them to become more 
resourceful, inventive and creative.   
 
The right types of challenge can also help them to develop reasoning and negotiating skills - as 
they work together to overcome obstacles.  Climbing and challenge environments also provide 
children with a better understanding of how to control and co-ordinate their bodies and help them 
to learn basic problem solving skills.  
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     Climbing & challenge 
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All of our challenge equipment offers opportunities for age-appropriate risk taking.  Children 
should be encouraged to take risks - where would we be without people who are prepared to 
take risks in life?! Offering them the opportunity to take risks in a safe environment is the key.   
 
All of our structures are bespoke creations which can accommodate a range of different challenge 
equipment designed to provide multiple opportunities for children to develop confidence, upper 
body strength and gross motor skills. 
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     Climbing & challenge 
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The challenge play elements within our designs make use of different materials and methods to 
create an area which encourages children to try out new things in a safe environment. Traditional 
climbing walls allow children to climb to the top...and descend again, presenting little challenge 
once conquered a few times.  
 
Our climbing designs are specifically developed to be fully integrated - giving the child access, via 
the climb, to other areas of the outdoors environment, not just the top of a wall!   
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     Climbing & challenge 
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     Climbing & challenge 
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• Developing reasoning, problem solving, control and co-ordination  
• Developing upper body strength and gross motor skills 
• Helping children become resourceful, inventive and creative 

• A purpose to climbing 
• Managed risks in a safe environment 

At a glance: 
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    Communication spaces 
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Helping children to develop good communication and social skills is 
inherent to the work that you do every day, and our designs are 
developed to help facilitate you in this goal. 
 
Through thoughtful design and creative use of different materials 
and textures, we can create areas in your outdoors which provide a 
sense of emotional wellbeing, and so help to support speaking and 
listening skills. 

 

Inspiring, Enabling, Engaging 
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By ensuring we don't over stimulate through too many bright colours and noises, we can create an 
environment which triggers curiosity, creativity and inquisitive language. 
 

 

    Communication spaces 
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• Multipurpose spaces 
• Support speaking & listening 

skills 
• Encourage sociability 

• Encourage emotional wellbeing 
 

At a glance: 
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Through Construction play, children begin to gain a knowledge and appreciation of the physical and 
structural environment around them.  Learning how to fit together and take apart different 
materials helps them to develop spatial awareness and enhances motor skills through manipulation 
of large and small construction items.  
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      Construction spaces 
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Our construction equipment helps children with role play through workshops, and multi-use counter 
structures.  Our designs also help them with their understanding of space and capacity through 
gravel pits, sand mounds, winches, pulleys and more. 
 

 

      Construction spaces 
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• Gravel pits 
• Workshops 

• Winches & pulleys 
• Deep sand play 

• Understanding space, volume & capacity 
• Enhancing motor skills 

 

At a glance: 



 
We all know that children love to dig!  No matter what substance they're digging in, they will take 
endless pleasure in shifting piles of it from one area to another!  Digging helps to develop hand-
eye co-ordination as well as understanding of capacity, movement and space.   
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   Digging, planting & growing 
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Providing children with an area in your outdoors where they can grow their own plants gives them 
the opportunity to learn about planting, caring for and harvesting from an early age.  This helps to 
develop their understanding of the food chain and the environment around them, -  it also adds 
rich source of natural colour and texture in your outdoors.  

 

 

   Digging, planting & growing 
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At a glance: 
 

 

• Allotment areas 
• Raised beds for easy access 

• Rainwater harvesting & composting 
• Greenhouses to extend the growing season 

• Tool storage to keep area tidy 
• Learn about recycling, capacity, movement and space 

 



 
Forest school activities give children wonderful opportunities to learn about nature and to develop 
confidence through hands-on learning experiences in a woodland or natural environment with trees 

and plants.   
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       Forest schools 
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Some settings may have access to a ready made ‘forest’ which we use as a starting point for our 

designs – for others we create special ‘forest’ areas that enable Forest School practitioners to 
share the wonderful, imaginative learnings that the forest schools programme supports.    
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       Forest schools 
 

 

 
 

• Stone fire pits 
• Den building poles 
• Circle time seating 
• Learning life skills 

• Boosting self confidence 
• Developing problem solving skills 

• Enterprising behaviour 

At a glance: 
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Playing with malleable substances is highly satisfying! It helps develop fine motor skills and builds 
concentration. It can also be relaxing and help children to develop language and social skills through 
their play and learning. 
 
Like the children who go on to play in them, we take much delight in building a mud-kitchen into 
our designs! 
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       Mud kitchens 
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Our mud kitchens have built-in storage for play equipment as well as apron hooks.  Sinks ensure 
that children can play in the mud, without creating an area that becomes a no-go zone for days 
afterwards! All our mud kitchens are supplied with bench seating and a low table to enable even 
more children to get involved, and to help develop extended language and communication skills. 
 

 

       Mud kitchens 
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• Mark making board 
• Hooks for tools and aprons 

• Belfast sink or plastic bowl options 
• Bench seating and table help extend language and cooperation skills 

• Development of fine motor skills 
 

At a glance: 
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Dramatic play gives children the opportunity to express themselves and explore language and 
creativity.  Having a designated performance area as part of your outdoors lends itself to a 
multitude of possibilities. 
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         Performance 
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By incorporating an amphitheatre or a more informal performance area into our design we can give 
you a platform upon which to stage outdoor performances, presentations and much more.  
Performing on an open air stage provides an exciting backdrop to fuel the imagination and is sure 
to be something that will set your performances and presentations apart.  It is equally viable on 
a day to day basis as somewhere you can gather your children for a discussion or briefing. 
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         Performance 
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• Amphitheatres 
• Outdoor stage and seating 
• Large mark making board 

• Presentations, plays, productions, discussions/briefings 
• Builds confidence 

•  Develops imaginative play 

At a glance: 
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Expressing themselves through character creation and role play helps children to develop confidence 
and contributes to their creativity, imagination and talking/listening skills.  
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       Role play and caves 
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Incorporating Role Play areas into your outdoors provides children with endless opportunities to 
explore fantasy and imaginary worlds.  Through the provision of transitional rather than static 
structures, our designs help to inspire creative thinking and social interaction.  A pirate ship is 

always a pirate ship….whereas many of our structures can be whatever the children make them - 
changing every day!  We can provide props for you to dress the space to match the seasons or a 
particular area of interest you are exploring with your children. 

 

 

      Role play and caves 
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• Inspiring transitional spaces 
• Dress and theme to suit curriculum 

• Offering imaginative play 
• Promoting creative thinking 
• Developing social interaction 

 

At a glance: 
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We know that children learn through their senses, and sand play offers a very sensory experience 
where children can pat, shape, make patterns, learn about textures - and generally just enjoy the 
experience of being surrounded by the most tactile of substances.  
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           Sand play 
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• Shallow sand for sensory and mark making 
• Deeper sand for digging and construction 
• Cargo nets to protect from foxes and cats 

• Sensory experience 
• Learning about textures 

 

Our Sand Play designs take many forms – from shallow sand areas for sensory and mark making 
play to deeper sand areas for digging and construction.  Through use of perspex image panels in 
some designs, we can create a full desert experience to further fuel the imagination.  Choose a 
true beach feeling with boardwalks and grasses, or have a castellated sand pit complete with rear 
wall, rope, winch, pulley and water chutes.  Whichever design best suits your outdoors, all are 
provided with large cargo nets that hook into place, to keep unwanted feline visitors at bay. 
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           Sand play 
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At a glance: 



 
Simply by being outdoors, our senses are automatically stimulated by different and exciting sounds, 
smells, textures and colours - all crucial parts of the learning process for young children. 
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             Sensory 
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By harnessing sounds, smells, textures and colours in our designs, we're able to help you ensure 
your outdoors further heightens the senses - not in a garish, loud, bombarding way, but in a way 
that encourages learning through discovery.  By including chimes and mirrors along pathways, and 
running water  or colourful plants that rustle in the breeze, we can introduce a full sensory 
experience to your outdoors, sparking the imagination and creativity of your children.  We also 
offer weather monitoring stations which allow children to gain an even greater understanding of 
the environment around them. 
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             Sensory 
 

 www.edenplay.co.uk 
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• Sensory planting 
• Wind chimes, mirrors & water walls 
• Sensory pathways & journey spaces  
• Varying textures, smells, colours 
• Weather monitoring station 
• Full sensory experience 
• Stimulating creativity 

 

At a glance: 



 
Water Play offers children the chance to extend their learning from simple splashing through to 
scooping, floating, pouring, filling...and so much more. 
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          Water play 
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Whether you opt for a natural stream effect, a waterfall or a traditional constructed water pump, 
our water play areas are all designed with safety front of mind. Shallow and fully drainable, they 
offer your children a safe environment in which to explore and learn about nature's most vital 
resource. 
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          Water play 
 

 

 
 

• Natural stream effect 
• Water tables 
• Water walls 
• Fully drainable 
• Shallow 

• Recycling pump option 
 

At a glance: 

www.edenplay.co.uk 
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                 Woodland and habitat 
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Being able to play in woodlands provides children with an experience 
which is not only fun but full of learning potential as the changing 
seasons bring new and exciting opportunities to discover. 
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Even in the smallest of spaces, it is possible to incorporate a woodland area into your outdoors - 
making use of an area of existing trees where possible, or creating a completely new area where 
no trees currently exist.  By introducing specific plants we can ensure that your woodland attracts 
a variety of bugs, insects and even frogs - all the mini-beasts which children love to learn about.  
We can also create wormeries, bird boxes and other contained habitats to allow learning about 
specific creatures and how they live. 
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• Trees and plants to encourage wildlife 
• Contained areas with seating and shelters 

• Wormeries 
• Bird boxes and tables 

• Learning about habitats and creatures 

 

                 Woodland and habitat 
 

 www.edenplay.co.uk 

At a glance: 
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With ever increasing class sizes, we know that space is truly at a premium in many schools.  That’s 
why we provide a number of options to help create the extra space that you need.   
 

All our EcoPods are custom built – so they vary in size to meet your exact requirements in terms 
of space available and number of children they are for.  They come pre-wired and pre-plumbed and 
we can include toilets and kitchen facilities if required.  By using cedar cladding, solar panels and 
living green roofs, our EcoPods are not only an incredibly useful space but are also environmentally 
friendly and extremely aesthetically pleasing. 
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            Outdoor rooms & shelters 
 

 

Solar panels on living green  roof Cedar cladding 

www.edenplay.co.uk 



Our EcoPods offer an excellent solution, but there are a variety of other options depending on 
your budget and requirements.  Our range of gazebos, pergolas, pagodas and arbours give you 

plenty of choice – all providing space for children to extend their development and learning when 
outside the classroom building. 
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            Outdoor rooms & shelters 
 

 

 
 

• EcoPods (pre-plumbed and wired) 
• Solar panels and living green roofs 

• Gazebos 
• Pergolas 
• Arbours 
• Pagodas 

• Valuable extra outdoor seating and classroom space 
 

At a glance: 

www.edenplay.co.uk 
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               Canopies 
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We offer a range of different canopy options to provide you with 
a useful space that is both indoors and outdoors!  Everything from 
a simple timber structure, to canopies with lockable roller shutter 
doors linked to your fire alarm system. 

 

Inspiring, Enabling, Engaging 
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Whichever solution you go for, you can be assured of a quality structure that will enable children 
to transition more easily from indoors to outdoors.  Canopies are often under utilised, so make 
sure to check out the next section of this brochure for how to maximise your new or existing 
canopy.  
 

Inspiring, Enabling, Engaging 

 

• Inspiring transitional spaces 
• Dress and theme to suit curriculum 

• Offering imaginative play 
• Promoting creative thinking 

• Developing social interaction 

At a glance: 

 

               Canopies 
 

 www.edenplay.co.uk 
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           Under canopy developments 
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Canopies provide an excellent way of transitioning from indoors to 

outdoors – but they are often under utilised, and just end up as 
glorified storage sheds!  Our under canopy developments help you 
to make the most of your existing canopy. 
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We can transform your existing canopy by introducing a dual height structure with multiple learning 
opportunities.  What was a dull storage space can be completely transformed by our bespoke 
canopy redevelopment service.  
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• Better use of existing canopy 
• Dual height structures offer 
varying perspective for children 

• Multiple learning opportunities 
• A bespoke creation to fit your 

existing canopy with slides, 
fireman’s poles, ladders, 

communication spaces and more! 
 

At a glance: 

 

           Under canopy developments 
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Everyone always needs more storage!  We create integrated storage solutions to make best use of 
the space you have available.  We can also create stand alone storage units or just make use of a 
dead space you have to help you clear the decks when playtime is over! 
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             Storage solutions 
 

 www.edenplay.co.uk 
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Providing areas where small groups of children can sit together outside can considerably enhance 
communication skills.  It also provides valuable space for reading, crafting, eating and more!   
 

Inspiring, Enabling, Engaging 

 

                  Seating 
 

 www.edenplay.co.uk 
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                   MyPod 
 

 www.themypod.co.uk 

 
MyPod is our single structure solution, combining multiple outdoor 
play opportunities under one roof. It’s a scalable modular design 
which is tailored to suit your needs, depending on which areas of 
learning you most want to focus on.  For more details on our 
MyPod range please visit www.the,ypod.co.uk.   
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Our communication friendly MyPod provides shelter from the elements, and houses a treasure trove 
of learning areas inside and around the structure.  We have different sizes of MyPod to reflect 
child numbers and each design has separate secure storage to ensure play equipment can be safely 
put away when not in use.  The mini MyPod is an ideal solution for those establishments that are 
short on space as it combines a raft of learning opportunities into a small overall footprint. 
 

 

                   MyPod 
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• Three sizes: Mini, Midi, Maxi (www.themypod.co.uk) 
• All dual level with role play, covered sand play and communication space 

• Options for climbing wall, tunnel, lighting, slide, access ramps etc. 

• MyPod Mini ideal for settings short on space – accommodate multiple 
learning opportunities 

At a glance: 

www.themypod.co.uk 



 

                Inclusive play 
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Wherever possible, our designs are developed to be fully inclusive 
to meet the hugely varied needs of all children,.  We ensure that all 
children have the same access to the wide variety of play 

opportunity that our designs offer – no one should miss out! 
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We think about inclusivity in everything that we create.  Our designs ensure that everyone has 
access to the different play areas in your outdoors.  Raised sand pits, water play and garden 
planters ensure all children can play together in the same space, with the same play opportunities 
and gain the same experiences. We are experienced in creating autism friendly environments. 
 
Specially tailored harnesses mean that children with mobility difficulties can enjoy a zip wire 
experience, swings and many other play opportunities.  Ensuring that all children can access natural 
outdoor play environments is really important to us - inclusivity is a key part of the E.den way of 
thinking.   
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                Inclusive play 
 

 www.edenplay.co.uk 
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                Landscaping & surfacing 
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It’s all too easy to spend your entire budget on surfacing, leaving 
little to show for your hard earned money. We offer a broad range 
of different surfacing options appropriate to play spaces, and 
keeping budget in mind: 
 

• Artificial grass – various colours and pile heights suited to 
different areas 

• Turf 
• Block paving 
• Self-binding decorative aggregate pathways (various colours) 
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We provide full landscaping services – taking a site from barren tarmac/mud to a completely 
finished play environment – adding undulations and mounds if none exist.  We don’t sub contract 
any of the work so you can be assured of a seamless and complete service from our team.     
 
Our services include: 
• Remodelling 
• Groundwork 
• Drainage services 

 

• Turfing 
• Planting 
• Fencing 

 

Inspiring, Enabling, Engaging 

 

                Landscaping & surfacing 
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After 

 

 
Before 
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All E.den timber products are constructed using high-quality, tanalised slow-grown redwood pine 
timber sections.  Arctic circle redwood pines grow at a far slower rate, making them stronger and 
less susceptible to warping due to its tighter grain.   
 
The timber used is of the highest quality, sourced from sustainable forests and carries FSC 
approval.   
 
All our products are hand crafted to the highest standards by our team of qualified craftsmen, and 
come with a 5-year guarantee against material degradation and manufacturing defects.   
 
Extended guarantee options are available, please ask us for further details. 
 

Inspiring, Enabling, Engaging 

 

             Manufacturing & materials 
 

 www.edenplay.co.uk 
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5  
YEAR 

GUARANTEE 

All products 
manufactured by 

E.den come 
with:  

 

“The work E.den Play did in our Reception outdoor space is amazing.   I 
wouldn’t hesitate to recommend them to any school looking to transform their 
outdoor play area.” 
Mission Grove Primary School, Walthamstow 

Kate Jennings – Head Teacher 
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                Customer testimonials 
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After 

 

 
Before 

 



All our timber 
is from a 
sustainable 

source  

“I am not pleased….I am absolutely delighted with what the E.den team 
accomplished!  The transformation was amazing!  The whole team worked harder 
than any contractors we have ever had on our site, and I am in awe of what 
they achieved.  Thank you to you and the team for all you achieved.  I 
absolutely love all the little touches you added like the sun catchers and chimes”. 
St. James Primary School,  Southampton 

Mrs. M Marsh – Head Teacher 
 

 

                Customer testimonials 
 

 

 
After 

 

 
Before 

 

www.edenplay.co.uk 
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“Unlike other suppliers we’d talked to, E.den were unique in being able to create 

a complete, cohesive outdoor learning environment – not just a range of standard 
play equipment slotted into our space at random. Throughout the whole process 

they were extremely professional and dedicated to meeting our brief…the team 
on site were very responsive to any requests made as the project progressed”. 
St. Joseph’s RC Primary,  Hanwell 

Ben Cassidy – Head Teacher 
 

 

                Customer testimonials 
 

 

 
After 

 

 
Before 
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All our teams 
are cleared to 
work on school 

sites 

DBS 
Certification 
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“The fact that E.den didn’t subcontract any single element of the build was very 

important to us to, as it ensured a seamless project from start to finish.  The 
quality of the workmanship and the end result are superb. They came in on 

budget and within an agreed timescale.  We would certainly highly recommend 
E.den to any establishment looking to create a new outdoor play space.” 

St. Joseph’s RC Primary,  Hanwell 

Ben Cassidy – Head Teacher 
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“E.den have completely transformed our outdoor play areas – both for our 
nursery and the primary school.  We loved the natural look and feel of the 
designs they created for us – so different to traditional school playgrounds.” 
Leamington Primary School,  Liverpool 

Paul Vine  – Head Teacher 
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“It has made a huge difference to the school environment, and the children 

absolutely love their new play spaces.  From the initial designs through to the 
completed projects, E.den have provided us with great service and a quality 
product that we couldn’t be happier with.” 
Leamington Primary School,  Liverpool 

Paul Vine  – Head Teacher 

 

https://www.bsigroup.com/en-GB/
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approved 

member of 
Construction 

Line 

“When I saw the finished project I was blown away.  It was absolutely 
amazing.  It really had the wow factor and it does take a lot to impress me! 
I’d looked at other schools as part of my research, but our finished area is the 
full package in every single way for the children.  The design was so bespoke to 
us and so perfect”.  
St. Joseph’s RC Primary School, Islington 

Clare McFlynn – Head Teacher 
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We offer a free 
site visit and 

design service for 
schools looking to 

overhaul their 
complete outdoors 

 

“E.den have created a play area for us which has absolutely delighted children and 
staff alike.  What once was a rather bland concrete space with wooden decking 
has been totally transformed.  There is so much more for the children to do and 
to learn from in their new playground. We couldn’t be happier!”.  
Our Lady of Compassion Primary, Liverpool 

Tony Houghton – Head Teacher 

 
FREE 
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We design creative, 
safe, NATURAL 

play environments 
to inspire your 

children 

 

““We engaged Eden to create a complete play environment for our Early Years, 
and were so impressed with the quality of their work, their attitude and their 
great ideas, that we have subsequently gone on to work with them on two 
other outdoor projects over the last few years.” 
All Saints Primary School, North Hykeham 

Lesley Norton – Head Teacher 
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“E.den’s design concepts are really inspiring, and they were very happy to listen 
to our ideas in order to create a completely bespoke play environment that 
really suited our needs”.  
All Saints Primary School, North Hykeham 

Lesley Norton – Head Teacher 
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“Rowan Park is a school that meets the needs of children with severe, complex, 

profound and multiple learning difficulties.  So when choosing a supplier to 
create an outdoor learning environment, it was important for us to work with a 

company that truly understood the needs of our pupils.”  
Rowan Park, Liverpool 

Karen Lynskey – Head Teacher 
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“Our staff and pupils collaborated with E.den to create a design which ensured 
our children would get the most from their time outdoors. The whole E.den 
team worked tirelessly to transform a flat empty field into a space that will 
continue to delight the children in our care for years to come”.  
Rowan Park, Liverpool 

Karen Lynskey – Head Teacher 
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